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1. Introduction 

In an earlier study, the selenium content of two lots of BCR 

Single Cell Protein has been determined, using destructive 

neutron activation analysis and an automated post-irradiation 

separation scheme / I /. The values obtained for 16 aliquots 

ranged from 0 ppb to 9 ppb of selenium, with an average value 

of 4.1 ppb and a standard deviation of 2.8 ppb 111. Since 

the value of 4.1 ppb substantially differed from the values 

found by other investigators participating in the certification 

programme, it appeared to be necessary to examine the low 

average selenium value found in more detail. 

From a re-evaluation of the recorded gamma-ray spectra of the 

selenium containing fractions of the 16 aliquots it became evident 

that the signal (* 401 keV sum peak of selenium-75)-to~noise-ratio 

was so low, that the computerized peak area determination was not 

performed properly. Therefore, the determination of the peak area 

was repeated via manual calculations. The resulting selenium levels 

now ranged from 5.1 to 9.0 ppb, with an average value of 6.5 ppb 

and a standard deviation of 1.2 ppb / 3 /. 

From the re-evaluation of the gamma spectra it also became evident 

that for a more accurate measurement of the selenium content of 

Single Cell Protein a substantially higher signal-to noise-ratio 

is required. Recounting of the selenium containing fractions for a 

considerably longer counting time did not prove to be useful, since 

the selenium-75 activity already had decayed too much. 

Therefore, it was decided to repeat the selenium determination 

with special emphasis on the precision in the measurement of the 

selenium-75 activity. This involved a longer irradiation period, a 

substantial,y longer counting period, and the use of three different 



counters and three different gamma peaks of selenium-75. Also 

attention was paid to a possible presence of systematic errors. 

For this purpose, blanks and aliquots of a standard reference 

material with a low and known selenium content were inserted. 

The selenium containing standard for the calibration of the 

selenium-75 activity was gravimetrically tested for its sele

nium content. Far the selenium determination a neutron activation 

analysis procedure was used, which has shown earlier to yield a good 

precision and a low limit of detection / 4 /. 

2. Experimental 

2.I Pre-irradiation preparations 

From both lots of Single Cell Protein (nr. 0006 and nr. 0987) 

six 200-milligram aliquots were weighed into cleaned quartz vials. 

The cleaning procedure is described elsewhere / 1 /. The mois cure 

content of Single Cell Protein was measured in separate aliquots 

by drying at 102°C to constant weight. 

Four empty vials, identically cleaned to those used for the 

samples, were inserted for the determination of the bl.mk value 

in the determination of selenium. 

Four vials were filled with 0.2 ml of a dilute hydrochloric 

acid solution containing 80 microgram selenium per ml. Since 

selenium dioxide is hygroscopic, the compound was dried before 

use at 105 °C for 24 hours. After drying a weight loss of 13.8% 

wat observed. This is in good agreement with a selenium-dioxide 

content of 86.3% as was found in the undried material by a gravi-

metrical determination via reduction of selenium dioxyde in 

hydrochloric acid medium to metallic selenium using sulfur 

dioxyde gas / 5 /. 



As a standard reference material NBS SRM 1571 Orchard Leaves 

(National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., USA) vas taken. 

This material was the only one available to us with a low and 

certified selenium content, and with a matrix composition which 

is not too much different from those of Single Cell Protein. The 

certified selenium value of SRM 1571 Orchard Leaves, expressed on 

a dry weight basis, amounts to 0.08 _+ 0.01 ppm / 6 /. The moisture 

content should be determined in separate aliquots, for instance 

by drying at 90° С for 24 hours l b / . 

Irradiation 

The irradiation was performed in two batches, each in a neutron 
п 2 

flux of J.O x 10 ,J n/cm s 'or 24 hours. Each batch consisted of 

two empty vials as blanks, two vials with aliquots of Orchard 

Leaves, three vials with aliquots of Single Cell Protein lot 

0006, *hree vials with aliquots of Single Cell Protein lot 0897, 

and two liquid standards with known amounts of selenium. 

Post-irradiation chemical separations 

Tiie irradiated samples were processed chemically, using a modifi

cation of a procedure for the determination of selenium in tin 

metal 111. 

Before opening the vials, the external contamination was 

removed by keeping the viels in boiling aqua regia for 20 min and 

by rinsing three times with water. In order to reduce the 

internal pressure (and to avoid losses of irradiated material), 

the cleaned vials were immersed in liquid nitrogen. After this 

cooling procedure, the vials were immediately wrapped in paper 



tissue and broken in a pneumatic press. The sample and pieces of 

quartz were processed together. 

After addition of a few milligram of selenium dioxide as a 

carrier, the samples were charred vith concentrated sulfuric 

acid and oxidized with 30-percent hydrogen peroxide solution. 

Then the selenium was volatilized with 48-percent hydrobromic 

acid solution. Destruction and distillation were performed in an 

automated apparatus / I /. Finally, the seleniua was coprecipi-a-

ted with arsenic sulfide using thioacetaaide, filtered off over 

a filter paper, and washed with water» Filter paper and precipi

tate were pressed to pellets in small counting vials (length: 

20 mm, diameter: 8 am). 

Determination of the chemical yield of the selenium separation 

(for instance via re-activation) was not necessary, since the 

chemical yield is almost quantitative 111 and quite reproducible 

/ 4, 7 /. 

Before use of the equipment for the separations of the irra

diated samples, first non-irradiated samples were processed in 

order to check the possible presence of residual selenium-75 

activity (half-life: 120 days) from irradiated samples processed 

earlier. The experiments with non-irradiated samples showed no 

presence of detectable amounts of seleniuiD-75. 

2.4 Activity determination of selenium-75 

Selenium-75 emits several gamma lines, which can be used for 

activity measurements. The most important gamma lines are at 

12), 136, 265, 280 and 401 keV. The corresponding intensities 

are 17%, 56Z, 61Z, 24Z and 12Z respectively. 
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However, due to summation effects (especially in detectors with 

a high efficiency), the intensities of the two most important 

gamma lines at 136 keV and 265 keV may decrease in favour of the 

401 keV gamma line. 

The radioactivity of selenium-75 was measured with three dif

ferent detectors, using the gaama lines at 136 keV, 265 keV, and 

401 keV respectively. In order to reduce interferences due to 

short-lived radionuclides, present in the arsenic sulfide/aelenium 

coprecipitate, the counting procedure was started 45 days after 

the end of irradiation. The following measurements were perfor

med: 

A) Use of a Sal(Tl) well-type detector 

First a 3" * 3" Nal(Tl) scintillation detector with an l\" 

well was used for the activity measurement. The detector was 

coupled to a 256-channel analyzer. The counting times amounted 

to 20,000 s for the blank and for the aliquots of Orchard 

Leaves and Single Cell Protein; the standards were counted for 

1,000 s. The 401-keV line, being the most dominant one in the 

gamma spectrum, was used for the activity determination. 

B) Use of a Ce(Li) well-type detector 

3 The second detector was a 80 cm Ge(Li) semiconductor detector 

with E 9-mm well. The detector was coupled via CAMAC to an 

ADC and PDP 11/70 computer. The well of the detector was 

covered with a thin gold foil, in order to absorb low-energy 

gammas and to reduce summation effects / 8 /. The counting 

times for all items amounted to 3,600 s. Due to the gold clad

ding, the 136-keV line was much smaller than the 265-keV line. 

Therefore, this latter gamma line has been used for the activi

ty determination. 
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С) Use of a flat Ce(Li) detector 

The third detector used was a 60 cm flat Ge(Li) semiconductor 

detector, coupled to an t,024-ch&nnel analyzer. The counting 

times amounted to 90,000 s for the blanks and Single Cell Pro

tein, 40,000 s for the Orchard Leaves, and 1,000 s for the 

standards. The 136-keV line, being the most dominant one in the 

gamma spectrum, was used for the activity determination. 

2.5 Calculations 

The spectra obtained from measurements (a) and (c) were graphically 

evaluated; the nett peak area was determined by substraction of 

the underground via the "trapezium" method, assuming a flat under

ground in the region of the peak. The peak-area determination for 

measurement (b) wa3 performed via computerized methods, described 

elsewhere / 9 , 10, II /. 

For the calculation of a 95-percent confidence interval of 

the average of a ~eries of replicate measurements, the following 

formula was used: 

95 percent confidence interval • t о N * 

in which t denotes the Student's t-factor (for о « 0.05 and 

(N-l) degrees of freedom), a denotes the standard deviation of 

the series of measurements, and N denotes the number of 

replicates. 
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3. Results шло discutsion 

3.1 Standards 

The mean value of the four standards was used for the calibration. 

The coefficient of variation for Measurements (A), (B), and (C) 

amounted to 3.61, 2.6Z and 2.7Z respectively. If for each ali

quot of standard the results of the three types of measurements 

are pooled» then the coefficient of variation amounts to 2.7Z. 

From this figure a 95-percent confidence interval for the stan

dard of 4.4% was calculated (N • 4, t = 3.18). 

The coefficient of variation of 2.7Z indicates the order cf 

magnitude of the imprecision due to neutron flux gradients during 

irradiation, variation in the chemical yield, and differences in 

counting geometry. 

3.2 Blank 

In the measurement of the blank (including the background) with 

the flat and well-type Ge(Li) detectors, the gamma spectrum showed 

a completely flat plateau in the region of 136 keV and 265 keV 

respectively. Thus, no correction had to be made for either the 

blank or the background. The activity measurement with the well-

type Nal(Tl) scintillation detector yielded for the blank (also 

including the background) a dip in the 401-keV region. Therefore, 

the relevant part of the mean spectrum of the blank - obtained by 

averaging over the four separate blank measurements - was substracted 

from each spectrum obtained before the peak-area determination was 

performed. 
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Orchard Leaves 

The results for the S'BS SRM 1571 Orcaard Leaves, corrected for a 

moisture concent of 6.01, are presented in table 1. As «ay be seen 

from the table, the imprecision ranges froe 1.12 to J4.3Z, depen

ding on the type of measurement. So significant differences are 

present between the average selenium values obtained in the 

measurements (A), (B), and (C). Thus the results of the three 

types of measurements may be pooled. The average and standard 

deviation of the pooled results amount to 60.4 ppb and 4.6 ppb 

respectively. 

From this latter value, a 95-percent confidence interval of 

5.72 was estimated (N » 4, t = Э.18). Since the 95-percent con

fidence interval of the standard aooints to 4.4Z, the overall 

95-percent confidence interval for the Orchards Leaves equals to 

7.2% (calculated by taking the square root of the summed squares 

of the separate 95-percent confidence intervals). 

Thus, the selenium determination yields a value of 80.4 +5.8 

ppb ir the NBS SRM 1571 Orchard Leaves. This value is in O3od 

agreement with the certified value of 0.08 _• 0.01 ppn / 6 /. 

Single Cell Protein 

The results for Single Cell Protein lots no 0006 and no 0987, 

corrected for a moisture content of 4.9Z and 4.3 7, respectively, 

are presented in table 2. As may be seer, from the table, the im

precision ranges from 9.9Z to 19.3Z, ispendia^ en the t>pe of 

measurement and the lot number involved. This, relatively high 

imprecision should be mainly attributed tw tne poor counting 

statistics of the low seleniura-75 activity. There are no signi-
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ficant differences between the average seleniua values obtained 

in the measurements (A), (B), and (C). Thus the results of the 

three types of measurements may be pooled. Pooling reduces the 

imprecision, indicating that the poor counting statistics in

deed contribute substantially to the total imprecision. 

The results in table 2 show no significant difference between 

the selenium content of Single Cell Protein lot no 0006 and no 

0897. Thus, the results for both lots may be pooled. One measure

ment - viz. the fourth measurement for lot no 0897 - appears to 

be a statistical outlyer. If this value is not taken into consi

deration, the pooled average amounts to 7.96 ppb of selenium, 

with a standard deviation of 0.67 ppb of selenium. 

From this latter value a 95-percent confidence interval of 

5.7Z was derived (N • II, t = 2.2J). Since the 95-percent confi

dence interval of the standard amounts to 4.4Z, the overall 95-

percent confidence interval for the Single Cell Protein is 7.1Z 

(calculated by taking the square root of the summed squares of 

the separate 95-percent confidence intervals). 

Thus, the selenium determination yields a value of 7.96 *_ 0.57 

ppb (or rounded off: 8.0 *_ 0.6 ppb) in the Single Cell Protein, 

expressed on dry weight basis. 
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Table 1 

Selenium levels of NBS Orchard Leaves in ppb, dry weight basis. 

Aliquot number 
method of activity measurement 

Aliquot number 
A В С Average of 

А, В and С 

1 

2 

3 

4 

93.2 

69.4 

70.9 

76.9 

83.4 

97.7 

81.7 

68.7 

81.4 

79.6 

81.0 

81.5 

86.0 

82.2 

77.8 

75.7 

Average 

standard deviation 

idem, in % 

77.6 

10.9 

14.1 

82.9 

11.9 

14.3 

80.9 

0.9 

1.1 

80.4 

4.6 

5.7 
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Table 2 

Selenium levels of Single Cell Protein, lot 0006 and 0897, in ppb, 
dry weight basis 

Sample 

method of activity determination 

Sample A В С average of 
А, В and С 

0006-1 

0006-2 

0006-3 

0006-4 

0006-5 

0006-6 

9.92 

7.70 

9.43 

8.37 

6.77 

8.05 

8.32 

6.82 

9.77 

7.28 

9.54 

8.11 

7.68 

7.96 

9.12 

6.88 

6.56 

7.46 

8.74 

7.49 

9.44 

7.51 

7.62 

7.87 

0006 average 

standard deviation 

idem, in % 

8.36 

1.14 

13.6 

8.31 

1 .18 

14.2 

7.61 

0.90 

11.8 

• 

8.11 

0.80 

9.9 

0897-1 

, 0897-2 

0897-3 

0897-4 

0897-5 

0897-6 

7.24 

7.42 

8.71 

5.51 

7.69 

7.31 

8.25 

6.48 

7.75 

5.09 

8.03 

9.12 

7.57 

7.31 

8.73 

5.87 

7.22 

7.90 

7.69 

7.07 

8.40 

5.49**} 

7,65 

8.11 

0897 average 

standard deviation 

idem, in % 

7.31 

1.04 

14.2 

7.45 

1.44 

19.3 

7.43 

0.94 

12.7 

7.40 

1.04 

14.0 

7.78** 

0.5I*> 

6.5*> 

0006 + 0897 average 

standard deviation 

idem, in % 

7,84 

1.18 

15.1 

7.88 

1.33 

16.9 

7.52 

0.88 

11.8 

7.76 

0.96 

12.3 

7.96Ж) 

0.67Ж) 

8.4*> 

X) value of aliquot 0897-4 not taken into consideration 

«*) rhis value is statistically an "rmtlyer" 


